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 Top 5 Pricing Tools for

Operators
Airbnb pricing tools allow you to automatically adjust

your rates and push your updated prices to your

channels. They help prevent you from leaving money on

the table by pricing your rentals too high or too low.

They are essential members of a property manager’s

toolbox, as they can help you increase your revenue by a

significant margin.

Let's know about some tools:

1)Beyond

To find the best rate for your listings for each night, the

pricing algorithms of Beyond Pricing take into account:

● Your listing’s historic performance

● Your competitors’ performance
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● Real-time demand (hotel prices, flight demand,

local events, etc)

All in all, Beyond Pricing is better for property

management companies with tens to hundreds of

listings than small hosts, as it can get quite pricey and

doesn’t have any additional features included in the

price.

Plus, if you want the 1% per booking rate, you need to

commit to an annual plan. Or, you can choose a monthly
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plan for a 1.25% per booking fee plus an implementation

fee.

2) PriceLab

PriceLabs is a highly customizable dynamic pricing tool

that supports a wide range of software integrations.

When generating pricing recommendations, PriceLabs

looks at:

● Local seasonality based on historical data from

hotels and vacation rentals

● Day of week trends

● Lead time (last-minute and early-bird bookings)

● Special events
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Another factor to take into account is pricing. PriceLabs

charges a monthly flat fee that starts at $19.99 for the

first listing. This makes it extremely expensive for hosts

who manage one to a handful of properties.
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3) Wheelhouse

Wheelhouse gives you data-driven pricing

recommendations while also allowing you to personalize

your dynamic pricing strategy.

To come up with competitive pricing suggestions,

Wheelhouse analyzes:

● Seasonality

● Days of the week

● Local events

● Historic listing performance

● Hotel and vacation rental prices

Wheelhouse lets you select a base price using one of

three approaches:

● More conservative (focusing on increasing

occupancy)
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● More Aggressive (focusing on getting the highest

price per night) or

● Recommended (a balanced approach).

They give you the pricing intelligence to be strategic

year-round, the flexibility to work across all the major

channels, and the business insights to really understand

the health and performance of your rental.
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4) HostTools

Host Tools is an automatic pricing tool that lets you

create a highly customized pricing plan specific to your

listing.

It’s excellent for small short-term rental hosts because:

● Easy set-up: It has a rule-based pricing engine that’s

easy to set up and maintain.

● Intelligent pricing strategy: It lets you create an

intelligent pricing strategy so you never under- or

overprice your listings.

● Direct API integration with Airbnb and Vrbo: it

automatically updates your prices on your channels

every 6 hours, keeping your calendar up-to-date and

increasing your search ranking.

● Complete control over your pricing: intelligent

settings will get you the best nightly prices for your

listings every single day.
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● Comes with other useful features for short-term

rental hosts: Besides being an automatic pricing

tool, Host Tools also has other useful features for

short-term rental hosts to save time and increase

their efficiencies, such as a channel manager, a

messaging automation tool, and smart lock support.

All included in the price of just $5.00 a month per

listing!
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5) Mashvisor

Mashvisor lets average people become savvy individual

investors to make profitable real estate investments and

rental strategy decisions through an online platform that

instantly aggregates real estate data. The platform

delivers neighborhood data and analytics such as Cash

Flow, Cash on Cash Return, Cap Rate, GRM, Vacancy

Rates, and rental market strength indicators to identify

secure investment market potentials for traditional and

short-term lodging (Airbnb) properties.
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Nationwide Data Analysis:

Mashvisor gets its listing information from reliable

sources like MLS, Airbnb, Redfin, and more. We then

use our algorithms to make projections for nationwide

areas.

● Data from HotPads, Rent Jungle, and other sources

for traditional comps

● Airbnb for Airbnb rental comps

● Reliable data helps us provide accurate information

for your investment
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